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Abstract

Electrospinning is an increasingly common technique used to produce fibers with a range of diameters.
These electrospun fibers are used extensively in applications that exploit the material’s high surface area
to volume ratio, thus requiring detailed knowledge of the surface properties of the fibers. The surface
free energy of individual free standing electrospun styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) fibers was
determined here from the time-dependent break-up of long fibers driven initially by RayleighPlateau/Weber instabilities. Individual free standing electrospun rubber fibers were observed to change
from a cylindrical fibrous geometry to semi-spherical droplets during a time period of several days
when above the glass transition temperature of the polymer. A wave-like transition from fiber to droplet
was attributed to a surface tension driven break-up process occurring over a time strongly influenced by
the rubber's viscosity. The surface free energy for an electrospun rubber fiber was found using a Weber
approach for the free standing fibers and Diez et al theory for dynamic fluid instability of fluid ridges.
Both methods lead to similar values of fiber surface free energy and were confirmed from bulk
measurements exploiting Owens-Wend theory. The approach presented here is powerful as the surface
free energy, indicative of the physical and chemical behavior of the fiber surface, can be determined for
any fiber diameter provided the geometric break-up of the fiber is observed.
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1. Introduction
Electrospun polymer fibers are used extensively for applications where their large ratio of surface area
and volume is of critical importance, such as for filtration,1 tissue engineering,2-3 energy4 and in
composites5-6. Electrospun fibers have benefits over many other fibrous materials due to their relatively
large surface area to volume ratio, especially when fiber diameters approach nanoscale dimensions. The
physical and chemical properties of the fiber surface, in addition to geometric considerations, define
electrospun fiber performance.7-8 Recent work has highlighted how the physical properties of
electrospun polymer fiber surfaces, quantified by the surface free energy, differ from bulk polymer
behavior9 using a modified Wilhelmy balance approach applied to individual fibers10. While this work is
powerful in measuring electrospun fiber surface free energy, a number of complex nano-manipulation
steps are required prior to testing.11 This paper seeks to define a method of measuring the surface free
energy of electrospun polymer fibers by using surface energy driven polymer flow generally described
by Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber instability.12-14 Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber instabilities are notable in the
electrospinning process when a polymer solution in the form of a jet is drawn under the action of an
electric field.15 During electrospinning, the typically rapid solvent evaporation, which reduces polymer
chain mobility until solid polymer is collected, competes against the surface energy driven instability
and break-up into droplets. Similar instabilities were observed recently18 when annealing nanowires at
400-600 ºC 19 as well as during ink-jet printing20 and electrospraying processes for aerosols of liquid and
solid particles.21-26 For fibrous geometries, the surface of the cylindrical shape is always initially
perturbed if material is able to flow. This perturbation is manifest as the formation of initial crests and
troughs of specific wavelength in fiber topography that initiate the break-up process. The fiber curvature
drives material to flow from the troughs to the crests, amplifying the wave amplitude, and this arises
when the polymer molecules have sufficient mobility. The Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber wavelength is
defined for the break-up process that proceeds at the highest rate. Such a break-up process can be
avoided by using liquid phases with low mobility, as used when electrospinning high viscosity polymer
solutions to produce nanofibers, or accelerated with a higher mobility phase. Rubber materials are an
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example of a polymer where cross-linking between the polymer chains is used to reduce their mobility.
Conversely, a rubber material prepared without cross-linking will exhibit viscous characteristics and
flow with time as the polymer macromolecular chains are able to move away from the troughs to initiate
break-up. Observing rubber material above its glass transition temperature provides sufficient mobility
for polymer chains to break-up the fibrous geometry into droplets. The uncross-linked rubber behaves as
a viscous fluid above its glass transition temperature and is therefore considered as such when
developing methods to evaluate the surface free energy contribution to this process. As RayleighPlateau/Weber instability is driven by surface free energy, observing break-up of fibers of such noncross-linked rubbery polymers can provide information on the surface free energy when the viscosity of
the material is known. Previous work has shown how surface free energy values of fluid systems can be
estimated from recording geometric changes.27 Therefore, the surface free energy of fibers using
Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber instability principles can be calculated by observing the break-up of
electrospun rubber fibers driven by their surface free energy and by measuring the relaxation times
involved in the process. Efforts to describe the flow of polymer were developed from initial perturbation
of cylindrical geometries using Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber,13-14 through Diez et al.32 and finally more
established surface free energy method measured at equilibrium using the common contact angle
measurement approach and interpretation using Owens-Wendt theory.33 We use these RayleighPlateau/Weber and Diez et al. theories to calculate the surface free energy from fiber break-up. The
Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber mechanism is applied for the initially cylindrical shape of electrospun fibers. In
this study we observe a styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) without cross-links that acts as a viscoelastic
polymer liquid and attempt to understand the mechanism of expected break-up of the fibers into
droplets.

2. Materials and Methods
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2.1. Electrospinning of rubber fibers
Rubber nanofibers were prepared using electrospinning. Styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR, Emulsion,
Europrene 1502, Polimeri Europa, U.K.) with an weight average molecular weight (Mw) of 686346
g.mol-1. Molecular weight was determined by gel permeation chromatography using an Agilent 1260
GPC. Tetrahydrofuran/2% triethylamine eluent without any cross-linkers was first dissolved in a
mixture of tetrahydrofuran (THF, AnalaR NORMADUR, VWR BDH Prolabo, U.K.) and
dimethylformamide (DMF, 99.8%, Sigma Aldrich, U.S.A.) (75/25 % mass ratio) to produce a polymer
concentration of 5 wt. % in solution. The SBR solution was electrospun from a pin electrode using
commercially available equipment (Nanospider, Elmarco, Czech Republic). A voltage of 26 kV was
applied between the pin electrode situated 16 cm above a ground electrode. Experiments were
performed at room temperature (21-22 ˚C) and a humidity of 30-36%.

2.2. Optical microscopy observations
Electrospun SBR fibers were deposited onto glass slides to allow subsequent observation of the fiber
geometry using optical microscopy (Olympus BX 60 with Digital Imaging, Japan), as shown in Figure
1. The microscope light was used for short observation times of 5 s to avoid any heating of the rubber
fibers from the light source. We assumed that the electrospun SBR fibers are loosely distributed over the
substrate surface after electrospinning and contact the substrate at a limited number of points. Fiber
dimensions were measured from optical images using Image J (version 1.48v, National Institutes of
Health, U.S.A.). The free standing cylindrical geometry of the SBR fibers was observed to attach to the
substrate and break-up into droplets over a period of 6 days. The break-up time was defined from the
total time measured from the point of fiber deposition onto the glass slide. The break-up phenomena of
6 different fibers, shown in Figure 1, with initial diameters ranging from 1 to 2.2 μm, at 5 random points
along the fiber length were measured optically over 6 days. Fiber irregularity observed during Rayleigh-
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Plateau/Weber break-up, as shown in Figure 2, is due to perturbation growth observed in the form of
crests and troughs.
2.3. Viscosity measurement
The viscosity of SBR in liquid form was determined within the low-shear Newtonian plateau at room
temperature from tensile creep experiments on molded cylindrical samples. Extensional viscosity was
calculated from the applied tensile stress divided by the strain rate at steady state creep and converted to
shear viscosity via the Trouton ratio, giving an average SBR viscosity of 281.8 MPaˑs.34 Cross-linked
SBR has a modulus of 1 – 4 MPa.35-36
2.4. Surface free energy calculations and measurements
Uncross-linked rubbers act as viscoelastic liquids so that free standing fibers with an initial nonequilibrium cylindrical shape tend to break-up into droplets. This geometric change is driven by surface
tension to minimize surface area. The initial Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber state occurs when the cylindrical
shape of the electrospun fibers is perturbed within the first day of optical observations (Figure 2(a)).
After the first day, fibers attach to the surface of the substrate and form fluid ridges (rivulets). The
break-up of these rubber rivulets can be understood by applying the theory described by Diez et al,
which includes the contact angle between rubber materials and substrate. The break-up time is the total
time measured from the beginning of the experiment, which was continued up to 6 days. Notable, on the
time scale of the experiment the fluid behaves totally Newtonian and the stress relaxation in fibers takes
place at a short time compared to the timing of the experiment. The optical microscopy images of rubber
fibers were taken and the cross-sectional dimensions of fibers determined.
Surface free energy calculations were carried out by assuming the entanglement density of uncrosslinked SBR were comparable to the cross-link density of standard cross-linked SBR. This statement can
be justified by the fact that free volume of non-cross-linked and cross-linked SBR is similar, suggesting
a constant number density of contact points between the polymer chains. Upon cross-linking, these
6

contact points become chemical bonds, whereas in uncross-linked rubber these contact points are
temporary entanglements. The ratio of the viscosity and the elastic modulus of the SBR define a time
constant during which viscoelastic effects are present. This ratio in our experiments shown below is
about 100-500 s, which is relatively small compared to the number of days considered in the
experiment, indicating that viscoelastic effects can be ignored.37 The organization of the polymer chains
progress from an initial aligned condition to a relaxed random orientation. For the fastest growing mode
of a Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber instability of a free liquid fiber including the effect of viscosity, Weber
derived an equation to calculate the break-up time thus: 14,38
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where ! is the break-up time, " is the density of SBR, # is the surface tension of SBR, $% is radius of the
undisturbed mobile fiber of & viscosity and ' ∗ initial disturbance. In principle a perfect cylindrical tube
does not collapse into separate droplets and this process must be set in motion by an initial disturbance
distance of the cylindrical shape, indicated by ' ∗ . Larger disturbances cause faster fiber decomposition
into droplets. As the viscosity is initially high for the electrospun fiber, the first term
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equation (1) can be neglected. The optimal wavelength at which the instability grows fastest increases
with increasing viscosity. The break-up phenomenon for fibers of limited length, but long compared to
their cross-sectional dimensions, is therefore localized. Break-up occurs irregularly and no
communication along the fiber as far as the onset of instabilities occurs. Electrospun rubber nanofibers
have initial cross-sectional deviations over their length as large as 20%. Equation (1) describes the time
taken for the fiber to break up given an initial disturbance. Measuring the break-up time for a fiber with
radius R1 and 20% diameter variations provides an expression for the interfacial tension that is derived
as:
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g = 10
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t
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Equation (2) provides a means for the calculation of the surface free energy for the initial free standing
cylindrical fiber shape and does not hold for a general non-cylindrical geometry. Despite electrospun
fibers contacting the glass slide surface, the Weber theory can be applied as the instability is more a
localized phenomenon rather than a continuous distribution of wave along the fiber where substrate
interactions can dictate.
After some time the fiber comes in contact with and starts to wet the substrate. The initial circular
cylindrical shape makes a transition to a fluid ridge. Such a fluid ridge can be considered as a cut-off
from a circular cylinder with radius $) . Progression of the fiber relaxation from a cylindrical geometry
to a fluid ridge through a break-up transition requires application of the Diez et al. theory: 39-41

g = 160

hR2 sin q
,
t q3

(3)

where $) is the initial radius of curvature of a straight ridge and * is the contact angle between the
rubber, behaving as a viscous fluid, and substrate. The relation between the width ,, the radius of
curvature $) of the cross-section of the fluid ridge and the contact angle * is given by:

w = 2R2 sin q

(4)

As no material is lost during the experiment, the radius of curvature of the fluid ridge $) is related to the
original fiber radius R1 through:

pR12 = R22 (2q - sin 2q )

(5)

Equations (4) and (5) allow for the calculation of $) and * by measuring the width of the fluid ridge and
the initial fiber radius. Extended time periods over several days cause an increase in the width of the
fluid ridge such that the contact angle calculated with equations (4) and (5) becomes smaller than unity,
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limiting the use of Diez et al. equation only for the later stages of the break-up. We assume, however,
that the Diez formula applies for the whole process of the break-up of the spreading fluid ridge.
Comparing equations (3) and (2) indicates that the break-up time of a fluid ridge is much larger than the
break-up time of a free fiber, and small values of the contact angle provide infinite break-up times.

5. Contact angle measurement on a rubber film
SBR films were prepared to provide macroscopic surface free energy comparisons to electrospun SBR
fibers. A structurally isotropic SBR film is expected to have a comparable surface free energy to a
structurally isotropic electrospun fiber. The SBR films were produced by placing approximately 2 ml of
the SBR solution used for the electrospinning onto a glass slide rotating at 2000 rpm for 1 min in a spin
coating (SCS G3 Spin Coater, U.S.A.). The thickness of the resultant dry SBR film on the glass slide
was 0.4±0.1 mm as confirmed using a micrometer. The surface free energy of the SBR film was found
using contact angle measurements. Specifically, droplets of polyethylene glycol, glycerol and deionized
water were deposited onto the SBR films and resultant contact angles measured using a Drop Shape
Analysis System (Krüss, DSA100, Germany) as shown (Figure 3 (a) and Table I). The error bars on the
measured contact angles were determined based on standard deviation calculations.
The surface free energy of the comparison SBR films was quantified using Owens-Wendt theory33 to
determine the polar and dispersive contributions to a film’s surface free energy using the known polar
and dispersive components of the probe liquids and their contact angles with the solid film using
equation (6) below:

g l (1 + cosq film )
2 g ld

æ gp ö
= g ç l ÷ + g sd
ç gd ÷
è l ø
p
s
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where gl is the total surface tension of the liquid with dispersive gld and polar glp components and gs is the
surface free energy of a solid film surface with dispersive gsd and polar gsp components. θfilm is the
contact angle made between the probe liquid and solid SBR film surface as measured using the Drop
Shape Analysis System. An Owens-Wendt plot is formed from Eq. (6) from a simple linear function of
y = mx+b, where the axis terms of y =

g l (1 + cosq film )
2 g ld

and x =

γ lp
γ ld

are known using the data

presented in Table I. Thus, a linear plot of these two terms for each probe liquid wetting the SBR film
surface can be used to determine the polar and dispersive components of the solid surfaces where
m = γ sp and b = γ sd as shown in Figure 3(b). The sum of polar (24.4 mJm-2) and dispersive (14.4

mJm-2) components gives the total solid surface free energy of SBR films, resulting in a total SBR
surface free energy of 38.8 (SD=1.0) mJm-2.

3. Results and Discussion
The break-up of electrospun SBR fibers was observed using optical microscopy over 6 days as shown in
Figure 2. The break-up is characterized by an initially rapid loss of the fibrous geometry over
approximately 12 hours governed by the Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber instabilities presented in Figure 2(a),
followed by a slower break-up and finally a flow phenomenon that ends up in separate droplets of
rubber on the surface of the substrate, Figure 2 (b-d). The fastest growing mode determines the growth
rate of the disturbance and the break-up time. However, progression of the break-up causes the free fiber
to contact with and spread over the surface of the substrate. The ridge of viscoelastic polymer liquid
slowly grows in width and finally breaks up into droplets of mobile rubber. From the optical microscopy
observation, the diameter of fiber and width of the ridge were measured at the onset of fiber break-up
after 2 days. The obtained data were used to calculate surface free energy using equations (2) and (3) for
the initial and break-up point respectively. For the former, the surface free energy of SBR fibers, gf, was
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calculated from observations over the initial 12 hour period and applying the Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber14
equation (2).
The surface free energy values for fibers within the first 12 hours obtained from Weber's equation is
46.7 (SD=14.4) mJm-2. The increase of surface free energy of rubber fibers comparing to film is roughly
20%, and is similar to observations for nylon 6 electrospun nanofibers compared to the corresponding
film.9 The Diez et al. theory in equation (3) was applied to observations from 2 to 4 days and resulted in
a surface free energy from 41.7 (SD=15.5) mJm-2 to 32.8 (SD=13.5) mJm-2 during this time period. The
surface free energy values with time for a range of fiber diameters are shown in Table II and suggest a
consistency, within error, of surface free energy measurements when considering theories suitable for
the mechanistic changes in fluid flow. These results need to be additionally compared to literature that
considered structural orientation in electrospun fibers. Our previous work suggested an increase in
surface free energy due to increase order (polymer chains alignment) in polymer fiber structure9 and
film42. The alignment of polymer chains during electrospinning and collecting fibers on a rotating drum,
with mechanical drawing of fibers, causes fiber elongation and an increase of Young's modulus.29,31. The
increase of surface free energy by changing the internal energy and entropy of the bulk polymer
material, for example by stretching the sample and aligning polymer chains, increases surface free
energy.43 The polymer chains at the surface of electrospun fibers are therefore known to be aligned
along the principle fiber length.28 The loss of the alignment occurs due to polymer chain mobility and
relaxation, indicating that the surface free energy of electrospun fibers should initially be relatively high
and drop due to relaxation to an isotropic state. This relaxation of polymer chains should occur quickly
after the deposition of SBR fibers so that resultant surface free energy reaches a constant value with
time as the polymer chain lose alignment and behave as the bulk surface. The use of SBR above the
glass transition temperature in this work relaxes rapidly after the electrospinning step so that all surface
free energy measurements can be considered to be at a constant value for a relaxed isotropic structure.
The surface free energy calculations for the fibers both initially and during break-up are compared to the
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bulk film, established with the Owens-Wendt method as presented in Figure 3 and Table I, shown in
Figure 4. The fiber surface free energy shows a relatively consistent value over a period of 6 days in
Figure 4 and is comparable to the bulk SBR measurements. The lack of a potential drop in surface free
energy to a constant value with time for the fibers and the similarity to the bulk SBR film calculations
strongly suggests that the electrospun fibers are indeed in a relaxed isotropic state. The use of the two
distinct Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber and Diez et al. theories are also consistent in providing comparable
surface free energy values for the electrospun SBR fibers. Mechanistic changes in the temporal
evolution of droplets from fibers are thus fully described in this work. We note that the standard
deviation in the calculated surface free energy values in Figure 4 are 15 mJm-2, which is too great to
determine any variation in surface free energy due to fiber diameter. We would not expect physical
properties to change above diameters of 1 micron and typical size effects in electrospun fibers are
encountered at sub-micron dimensions.11,28-29 However, improved observational accuracy providing
potentially smaller calculated surface free energy error is expected when using a higher spatial
resolution microscope, such as electron microscopy, as opposed to the optical evaluations of this work.
4. Conclusions
To conclude, we have demonstrated the use of Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber instabilities of a fiber
and Diez et al. theory of the instability of a fluid ridge on a flat substrate to quantify the surface free
energy of electrospun fibers of SBR, which are comparable to macroscopic surface free energy
measurements of bulk SBR films. While this work has evaluated fibers with diameters of the order of 12 microns, the approach may be applied to smaller diameter polymer fibers provided the microscopy is
of sufficient resolution to elucidate the break-up process and the polymer is sufficiently mobile.
Acknowledgments
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Optical micrographs showing electrospun rubber fibers used for surface free energy analysis.

Figure 2. Optical micrographs of break-up process of electrospun SBR fiber 1 (shown in Figure 1) over
a 6 day period. (a) During the 12 hour experiment it is supposed that the fiber is free standing. (b-c) For
the later experiments the fibers adheres to the substrate and starts spreading and become more and more
unstable. (d) After break-up the fluid collects into pools of liquid (after 6 days).
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Figure 3. (a) Optical micrographs of polyethylene glycol, glycerol and deionized water droplet contact
angles on SBR films. Note the smallest contact angle is achieved for the lowest surface tension liquid of
polyethylene glycol on the SBR film whereas the largest contact angle is found for the highest liquid
surface tension of water. The average of the measured contact angles are presented in Table I. (b)
Owens-Wendt plot for the three probe liquids of differing surface tension wetting the SBR film surface.
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Figure 4. Plot of the surface free energy values of electrospun SBR fibers, calculated based on the
Rayleigh instabilities observations using Rayleigh-Plateau/Weber theory of equation (1) for 0.5 day and
Diaz et. al. theory with Equation (3) for 2 and 4 days, with time and the corresponding surface free
energy of SBR film, indicated with dashed line.
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TABLES:
TABLE I. Surface tension data for three probe liquids used for wetting experiments in Figure 3,
stating the total surface tension, gl, the dispersive, gld, and polar, glp, components from

9,42,44-45

The

corresponding contact angle measurements are given for each probe liquid on SBR films.

gl

gl d

gl p

[mJm-2]

[mJm-2]

[mJm-2]

Polyethylene
glycol

48.3

29.4

19.0

47.7 ± 1.3

Glycerol

64.0

34.0

30.0

55.0 ± 1.4

Water

72.8

21.8

51.0

64.5 ± 1.3

Liquid

θ [⁰]

Table II. Surface free energy values for electrospun SBR fibers, obtained for the 12 hour data
using Weber's equation (2), and for the 2 and 4 days experiments using Diez et al. equation (3)

Fiber
number

Fiber
diameter
[µm]

Surface free energy [mJm-2]
Time
12 h

2 days

4 days

1

1.27

41.4

45.8

34.4

2

1.08

32.5

21.5

17.3

3

1.02

30.7

24.5

20.9

4

1.94

58.4

44.4

29.0

5

2.21

66.6

55.8

42.0

6

1.69

50.9

58.3

53.5

Average

46.7

41.7

32.8

Standard deviation

14.4

15.5

13.5
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